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Percona Monitoring and 
Management (PMM) 
You’re only as good as the tools you have to use. When it comes to your business, the 
software tools you employ can be the difference between success and failure. 

Percona’s suite of MySQL and MongoDB software and toolkits are a powerhouse of 
performance, the backbone of the organization. As a product of the open source 
community, our software has been tested by fire and proven resilient. 

Percona Monitoring and Management is a completely free and open source software 
database monitoring and management tool. Percona Monitoring and Management 
provides point-in-time visibility and historical trending of database performance that 
enables DBAs and application developers to optimize the performance of their 

MySQL, MariaDB and MongoDB databases. 

Percona Monitoring and Management combines several best-of-breed tools, including 
Grafana, Prometheus, and Consul, in a single, easy-to-manage virtual appliance, along 
with Percona-developed query analytics, administration, API, agent and exporter 
components. Percona Monitoring and Management monitors and provides actionable 
performance data for MySQL variants, including Oracle MySQL Community Edition, 
Oracle MySQL Enterprise Edition, Percona Server for MySQL, and MariaDB, as well as 
MongoDB variants, including MongoDB Community Server, MongoDB Enterprise 
Server and Percona Server for MongoDB. 

Percona Monitoring and Management: 

 Provides query and metric information that enables administrators to 
optimize database performance 

 Displays current queries and highlights potential query issues to enable faster 
issue resolution 

 Maps queries against metrics to help make informed decisions about crucial 
database resources: platform needs, system growth, team focus and the most 
important database activities. 

  

Percona Monitoring and 
Management provides: 
 Query and metric information 

to optimize database 

performance 

 Current queries and highlights 

potential query issues for 

faster issue resolution 

 The ability to map queries 

against metrics so you can 

make informed decisions 

about crucial database 

resources: platform needs, 

system growth, team focus 

and the most important 

database activities 

Bringing immediate, noticeable 

and long lasting benefits to meet 

your budget and needs. 
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Features: 

 Point-in-time visibility and historical trending of database performance 

 Data from the Performance Schema and MySQL slow query log  

 Data from the MongoDB query profiler 

 Specialized MongoDB and MariaDB dashboards for graphing MMAPv1, InMemory and Aria storage engines 

 A historical view of metrics that are critical to a database server 

 Query metrics such as bytes sent, lock time, rows sent, and more 

 Best-of-breed tools, including Grafana, Prometheus, and Consul, as well as Percona-developed query analytics, 

administration, API, agent and exporter components 

 A single, easy-to-manage virtual appliance 

Download Percona Monitoring and Management 
Percona Monitoring and Management can be downloaded for free here: https://www.percona.com/downloads/pmm-
client/LATEST/. 
 

Contact Us Now for Deployment Assistance 
For organizations interested in using Percona Monitoring and Management for their high performance database needs, 
Percona offers Support and Consulting services. To learn about how Percona Care can help you and for pricing 
information, please contact us at +1-888-316-9775 (USA), +44 203 608 6727 (Europe) or have us contact you.  

https://www.percona.com/downloads/pmm-client/LATEST/
https://www.percona.com/downloads/pmm-client/LATEST/
tel:+1-888-316-9775
tel:+44%20203%20608%206727
https://learn.percona.com/contact-me

